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ABSTRACT   
Multiview 3D reconstruction techniques enable digital reconstruction of 3D objects from the real world by fusing 
different viewpoints of the same object into a single 3D representation. This process is by no means trivial and the 
acquisition of high quality point cloud representations of dynamic 3D objects is still an open problem. In this paper, an 
approach for high fidelity 3D point cloud generation using low cost 3D sensing hardware is presented. The proposed 
approach runs in an efficient low-cost hardware setting based on several Kinect v2 scanners connected to a single PC. It 
performs autocalibration and runs in   real-time exploiting an efficient composition of several filtering methods including 
Radius Outlier Removal (ROR), Weighted Median filter (WM) and Weighted Inter-Frame Average filtering (WIFA). 
The performance of the proposed method has been demonstrated through efficient acquisition of dense 3D point clouds 
of moving objects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Dynamic reconstruction for digital representation and description of 3D objects has been at the centre of research for 
many years. Nowadays, 3D sensorial devices are becoming pervasive and several approaches have emerged for high 
quality 3D point cloud acquisition. Among low-cost commercially available hardware and software for 3D cloud point 
acquisition, analysis and skeleton tracking, the Microsoft Kinect v2 and corresponding SKD, is a popular choice. 
However, it is not designed for multi-view multi-Kinect point cloud capturing using a single conventional PC. This in 
turn limits the applicability of such sensors and its software. To overcome this limitation a suitable hardware setting is 
presented in this paper and further elaborated in section 3. 
In systems using multiple Time-of-Flight (ToF) sensors, as the Kinect v2, calibration is critical for accurate 3D point 
cloud capturing. Most conventional calibration techniques are based on pattern detection from suitable calibration 
chessboards or scene blobs. They assume that the real size of the calibration pattern is known [1]. However, this 
assumption can be eliminated for more effective autocalibration, since the transformation between 3D points can be 
computed by exploiting combinations of several rotation matrices generated by the underlying planar pattern. In this 
paper, we use such a technique for efficient calibration of several Kinects v2. The corresponding approach is further 
described in section 4. Once a multi-Kinect v2 platform and its corresponding calibration software is available, 3D point 
clouds of full real word objects can be captured. Such point clouds are the basis for 3D object surface reconstruction and 
sevral related techniques can be found in the literature [2], [3]. Unfortunately, such “raw point clouds” are far from 
reflecting an optimal 3D representation of the dynamic 3D objects. Thus, complex post-processing and analysis is 
required to achieve high quality 3D representations. 
There is a key difference between how the data is acquired and the method used to reconstruct it. By registering a 
dynamic set of depth images from a moving 3D object, one can obtain an increased point density, and further create a 
complete point cloud of an indoor environment possibly in real time. Related approaches have been extensively studied 
and reported in the literature. For instance, in [4] and [5] a multi-view sensing solution with Kinect v2 devices using 







Figure 1. Reconstruction system composed of three Kinect v2 sensors. 
However, after the initial point cloud capturing complex post-processing stages are required to achieve high quality 
representations. In this paper, several state-of-the-art filtering techniques are combined in an efficient manner to achieve 
this goal. This aspect is further elaborated in section 5. The main novelty of the holistic approach presented in this paper 
does not reside in any of the individual components but rather on an integrated low-cost hardware and software suite able 
to deliver high-quality 3D point clouds form complete moving objects. The performance of the introduced system has 
been assessed in a real-time application and it is presented in section 6. 
 
2. RELATED WORK 
Early solutions addressing multi-view reconstruction by Kinect sensors suffered from severe drawbacks derived from 
the limitations of the available sensing hardware. A multi-Kinect system to seamlessly render a scene from a wide range 
of angles was described in [6]. The main drawback of related solutions relates to depth inconsistencies between the 
measurements acquired with different Kinect devices.  
The calibration problem has been also studied thoroughly and a large number of related publications are available. 
The most widespread methods for calibration of extrinsic parameters are based on planar pattern detection [1] and offline 
Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [7]. The ICP calibration applied in [2] and [5] shows good result with overlapping areas of 
point clouds. The method presented in this paper is based in the classic planar pattern detection in 3D space described in 
[4].  
3D reconstruction also features prominently in previous works [3], [8]. In most cases fusion of depth data captured by 
multiple Kinect I sensors is presented. However, such systems rely on Kinect I sensors with lower transfer bandwidth 
and lower accuracy. Similar systems with multiple Time-of-Flight (ToF) cameras have been previously proposed. Some 
of them use custom devices [9], that are not commercially available. Furthermore, software originally designed for 
Kinect I cannot be easily modified to work with Kinect v2. Another challenge with multi-view sensing lays in filtration, 
correction, and reconstruction of sensed data. In [5], the authors stress the advantage of multi-view sensing using 
separate PCs since the processing time is reduced by distributing computational load among multiple devices. For 






3. HARDARE SETTINGS 
Multi-sensor system can provide depth image, colour image and audio signal at the same time. As shown in Figure 2, 
the Prime Sensor encode the IR light and project it to the scene while IR camera capture the IR light and send the signal 
back to sensor. The camera system estimates distances based on the known speed of light, producing a depth image, 
where each pixel is encoded with the distance to the corresponding point in the scene. In a Kinect v2 device, the RGB 
camera captures colour information with a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels.  The IR camera is used for the real-time 
acquisition of depth maps with a 512x424 pixels resolution [11]. With this size of images and the acquisition of 
framerate up to 30 Hz, the required transfer bandwidth is substantial, closer to 3Gbps. According to a software 




Figure 2. Prime sense diagram of Kinect v2. 
The projector of a Kinect v2 emits infrared coded light with modulated waves and reflecting off surfaces in front of 
the sensor array, where the frequency is modulated randomly. Infrared light is detected by the infrared camera. The pre-
processor in the Kinect v2 calculates the distance from the array to the reflecting surfaces. In a multi-Kinect v2 setting, 
each device can interfere with the neighbouring devices. To avoid such interference, Kinects v2 sensing must be 
triggered one by one. This process takes about 1.5 seconds in each case.  
As stated before, the number of Kinects v2 devices that can be connected to a single PC is limited by the number of 
internal USB buses in the PC system. A single bus can handle multiple Kinect streams, as long as the high-speed serial 
computer expansion bus card (PCI-Express) is able to cope with the correspondingly data transfer stream. An important 
aspect of the work presented in this paper is the proposed hardware and software configuration to enable the connection 
of multiple Kinect v2 devices to a single adequately adapted PC. These problems are solved by using libfreenect2 driver 
[12] to unwrap multi-frequency phase estimates for time-of-flight ranging by using kernel density estimation (KDE) in a 
spatial neighbourhood [13]. Additionally, data transfer with predefined bandwidth reservation requires extension of the 
USB Filesystem (USBFS) memory buffers determined entirely by the controller's firmware. 
 
4. CALIBRATION 
The camera’s extrinsic matrix describes the camera’s location in the world and what direction it is pointing. It has two 
components, a rotation matrix R3x3 and a translation vector . For each device, an extrinsic matrix  has to be 
calculated. Following the approach presented in [4], we calibrated the relative pose between Kinect v2 sensors using the 
IR camera of each Kinect. In Figure 3, the captured IR images from Kinect v2 sensors with a standard chessboard planar 





    
    
Figure 3. Calibration patterns captured with IR camera for left and right Kinect v2 sensor. 
First, we find a 3D point representation for each Kinect v2 to calculate the rotation matrix R. We mainly detect 
representative corner points PMx2 on image captured from the IR cameras using a chessboard planar pattern similar as the 
one described in [1]. This approach provides features that can be computed as intersection of lines with sub-pixel 
accuracy. For a given undistorted depth map and IR camera with focal length fx,fy and coordinates of the principle point 









Where i, j are pixel positions of corner points. In the next step, we find a covariance matrix H between two sets of 3D 






Where N is number of corner points and CA, CB are centroids of QA and QB. Using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 







Where U is an orthogonal matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of HHT, V is an orthogonal matrix whose columns 
are the eigenvectors of HTH, and Σ is a diagonal matrix represented by singular values σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ … ≥ σr > 0. The 
determinant  corrects rotation matrix R to ensure a right-handed coordinate system. The translation vector  is 







5. POST-PROCESSING FOR THE GENERATION OF HIGH QUALITY 3D POINT CLOUDS 
The quality of the depth image is a key factor for model generation and reconstruction. The infrared projector of time-
of-flight cameras (ToF) emits the pseudo random pattern light by a diffractive mask [15], which cause a distortion in the 
depth channel generating distorted depth data. This in turn leads to inaccurate point clouds and subsequently to artefacts 
in the reconstruction. Our goal is to improve the captured raw points and smooth out noisy data. In this section, we 
considered to use a several existing filtering approaches. 
 
    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 4. Filtration results of depth map, where green colour represents differences between filtration approaches: (a) Raw depth. (b) 
Depth filtered by BF (c) Depth filtered by BF +WM (w=5x5) (d) Depth filtered by BF + WM(w=5x5) + ROR(w=5x5, n=10). 
Our work builds on selected approaches from the literature. Starting with bilateral filtering (BF) [15], [16], points at 
specific positions are processed using this edge-preserving smoothing filter. The BF filter is applied to points with 
invalid depth values before “flying points” are removed as shown in Figure 4b. In the next step, outlier removal is 
performed exploiting a combination of Weighted Median filter (WM) and Radius Outlier Removal filter (ROR). Depth 
pixel witch zero value are processed by the WM, where weights are set to 0 for each invalid pixel in region of interest. 






Where rn is size of window in pixels, cx and fx are intrinsic parameters of the Kinect v2 (see Figure 4d). Additionally, we 
also applied a Weighted Inter-Frame Average filter (WIFA) that buffers multiple samples of previous frames t = 
{1,2,...N}, where N is number of frames. This approach removes spatial noise in the depth channel of the actual frame 
Dt=0, when the accuracy decreases quadratically with increasing depth [17].  
 
Algorithm 1: Fusion of several filtering methods (WM+ROR+WIFA) of depth map. 
1:   Function DMF(D,r,nthresh)   where Dt - input depth map, nthresh - number of neighbours  
2:  Let x and y be current index of pixel 
3:  n = 0 
4:  if Dt=0[x][y] == 0 then 
5:  MED(Dt=0[x][y]) 
6:  for i = x−rn to x+rn do 





8:  if Dt=0[x][y] 6= 0 then 
9:  M = abs(Dt=0[x][y]−Dt[i][j]) 
10:  if M < rd then 
11:  n = n+1 
12:  if n < nthresh then 
13:  Dt=0[x][y] = 0 
14:  WIFA(Dt[x][y],Dt={1,2,...N}[x][y]) 
  
The WIFA is based on weighting of value by calculation of differences between depth, where high differences 
between depth values in previous frames are weighted to 0. Motion blurs makes the application of WIFA unsuitable for 
highly dynamic scenes. Hence, to prevent blurring, the condition 
  
 
is enforced. Here, where k represents a threshold derived from the depth accuracy of the Kinect v2 [18]. Point clouds 
from all Kinect v2 in the system are subsequently fused to generate a single uniform point cloud representation of the 
scene (see Figure 5a). The reconstruction algorithm is used to produce a faithful and detailed representation of the 
scanned shapes surface. Our approach is divided on two phases. First, generation of point cloud and the second is 
indexation of points which lead to description of polygons in the target mesh. In a second phase, a triangular mesh of the 
captured 3D object is generated as follows: 
Considering depth image represents organized 3D point cloud where adjacent points are connected, pixels at the right, 
bottom and right-bottom generate triangles by connecting the corresponding 3D points unless 3D Euclidean distance 
between them is higher than threshold t [2].  
The main idea of threshold t is to detect discontinuities between adjacent points. Two factors affect threshold. The 
depth resolution of sensor [2] and spatial noise increasing with the depth. For presented results, the value of the threshold 
was fixed and set equal to t = 10 cm. 
For each pixel  and adjacent pixels , ,  triangles 
can be denoted as  if .  Similarly, second triangle can be 
denoted as . Example of reconstructed point cloud is depicted in Figure 5c. For reasons of wrong 
sensing caused Kinect sensor, some pixels in depth image contain defective points represented as black pixels 










Figure 5. Reconstruction of scene from three Kinect v2 sensors: (a) Fused point cloud generated by each Kinect. (b) Fused point 
cloud, where Red, Green and Blue points represent each Kinect. (c) Fused mesh calculated from fused point cloud. (d) Fused mesh, 
where Red, Green and Blue points represent each Kinect. 
 
6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 
In this section, we present experimental results of the proposed calibration method and time load of different post-
processing methods leading to mesh reconstruction in real-time. For our experiments, we used CUDA parallel computing 
platform with GeForce 780GTX graphic card using 1580 cores and connection of 3 Kinect v2 RGB-Depth sensors. The 
project was written in C++ with operating system Linux Ubuntu 16.04LTS. Each Kinect v2 sensor is connected to single 
machine by using USB 3.0 PCI-Express enhancement card with maximum transfer rate 5Gbps and libFreenect2 driver 
[12]. Kinects were distributed around the specific area as is depicted in Figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 6. Mean absolute error of two calibration methods. 
 
We calibrated our system with double sided planar pattern with size 6x9 corners and 5cm corner distance to find 
extrinsic parameters  for each Kinect v2 IR camera. We compared the performance of our calibration approach with 
Zhang’s method by calculating Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between detected 3D corner points QA and QB for every 









We decided to evaluate calibration in distance of 4.5 meters from depth sensor. Depth data beyond this distance yields 
inconsistent and lead to false calculations of extrinsic parameters. 
 
Table 1. Performance Test for Each Module. 
Process Time[ms] Load [%] 
Weighted Median filter 1.69 5.66 
Radius Outlier Removal 1.55 5.18 
Interframe Average filter 1.88 6.28 
Acquisition of point cloud 3.18 10.66 
Mesh reconstruction 5.88 19.71 
Overall 14.18 47.49 
   
To test the performance of each post-processing approach, we captured 400 depth frames from Kinect v2 sensor. As 
was presented in [2], the execution time were calculated by averaging time of 400 frames for each depth sensor as is 
shown in Table 1. We tested the load for three Kinects v2 sensors by averaging computation time with result 43.71ms. 
 
Figure 7. Performance test of acquisition and triangulation of point cloud. 
In the next part of experiment, we measured a power load of modules with increasing number of reconstructed data 
(see Figure 7 and Figure 8) by capturing more than 2 000 depth frames. For our experiments, we set window size of 
Weighted Median filter (WM) to wWM = 3x3, window of Radius Outlier Removal (ROR) to wROR = 5x5 and for Weighted 
Inter-Frame Average filter (WIFA) we set buffering of frames to t = 2. 
 
 






In this paper, we have proven a possibility of multiple connection of Kinect v2 depth sensor with low cost hardware 
on single machine. All the details of the connection of multiple Kinect capturing system with the applied methods for 
accurate external calibration, were explained. The approach is based on the generation of separate point clouds from 
multiple depth streams, calibration based on planar pattern detection and post-processing algorithms for the creation of a 
single full 3-D mesh.  
As we have demonstrated, our calibration method was getting better precision in first iterations as long as planar 
pattern remains in distance of 4.5 meters from depth sensor due to spatial noise. Additionally, we measured a 
performance of real-time capturing, important post-processing modules and triangulation of point cloud with three 
Kinect v2 sensors.  
In future, we also plan to perform more complex algorithms with aim to improve and extend the proposed framework. 
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